















































































ACRIClJLTURAL EDUCATION - STUDENT CAREER DATA SHEET 





1-'irst Name, Ml 
Female x 
An: you I lispanic or LatinL1? (Check one): Yes No ---
The abc1,c part of the question is about ethnicity, not race. No matter 
,, hat �\)U �ckc1cd above. pkase :.inswer the following by marking one 
or more hoxes to indicate what you believe your race to be. 
X 















D. Y-:;;.r ;:i :\griculture Program: 2nd 
, i :i., 2nJ . .>rct. .!�, 
E. Grad<! Le\el in School: 10 
r', l'J, II ilJ 
f. 1. -\� hk:::6 Thi,; Course Bccau<;e; (Select OneJ
\ I plan a career in agriculture 
•::,1 a c.arcer. ju'r! ,in ;ntcrc<,t in agriculture. 
'.:t);: ir.:crc')tCc!. pl<J�Cd in cla'iS. 
X 
<1. 1.'-�:.:r, :-·.:.1.:\c:H.1all} �kc �-'JUr ;;fate in thi'> w,,rld. \\hat would you like 
::. :!:,·: :: �-· ·..,;, 1.!rca:n ;., !Vil r..:lc::cJ ft; agriwlturc. place in parcnthc�i� ( J 








City. Zip: Perris CA
Phone Number: 
Email: Sara.org 
Parent/Guardian Name (Print Full ·�� Name � .For Each): 
Mr. _;;_Curtis Shaver;.;..;_;_�:.___;_:__ __________ _
Miss/Mrs./Ms. Lisa Shaver -=-=-=-=.c.:.::._;c.:_ ___________ _ 
J. Program oflnstruction Being Pursued: (Select Only One)
X 
Plant & Soil Science ( 4010) 
Animal Science (4020) 
Agricultural Mechanics (4030) 
Agricultural Business (4040) 
Ornamental Horticulture ( 4050) 
Forestry & Natural Resources (4060) 
Agriscience ( 4070) 
K Please indicate below your plans after graduation from high school: 
I. Go to Work Full - Time
No Further Education
Some College Later












AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION - STUDENT CAREER SHEET '"\'f. yt "' .. :o ttl
DATA SHEET 
A. \. - I. Locator Data:
First Name, MI /LastNaine 
Name .....::;;;..... _____ _ Anc \
B. Gend�r: Mafe - -·-----
C. Date: 
_q....._-[.,.....�+-{ \ __ \ __ _ 
D. Year··in Agriculture Program: �r� 
(1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th) 
E. Grade Level in School: \l 
(9, 10, 11, 12)
F. Program of Instruction Being Pursued: (Select Only One)
t 
Plant & Soil Science (4010) 
Animal Science ( 4020) 
Agricultural Mechanics ( 4030) 
Agric;ultural Business ( 4040) 
Ornamental Horticulture ( 4050) 
Forestry & Natural Resources ( 4060) 
Agriscience ( 4070) 
G. 1 Am Taking This Course Because: (Select One)
I plan a caree: in agriculture 
/ Not a career, just� interest in agriculture. 
- -.- -• n 
Not interested, placed in class. 




Black (Except Hispanic) 
Filipino 




Parent/Guardian Name (Print Full Name For Each) 
Mr. .�a.re. '::t{t.�
Miss@/Ms.  l'f
J. When you eventually take your place in this world, what would
you like to do? If your dream is not related to agriculture, place in
parenthesis () an occupation in agriculture you would enjoy
doing. 
\ �O\}\G\ \ ,tt.. to be... c, '/t,-t ttc� \r\1 c.ly) 1 C\V)
( UfG\ Y)U{.S(..,J... 
K. Please indicate below your plans after graduation from
high schools: 
1. Go to Work Full - Time
No Further Education
Some College Later





Agriculture Major _ 
Non-Agriculture Major�










C. Date: Oi-Oi-\\ 
D. Year in Agriculture Program:
E. Grade Level in School:
F� N� MIJ.Female 
(1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th) 
\L.. 
(9, 10, 11, 12) 
F. Program of Instruction Being Pursued: (Select Only One)
Plant & Soil Science (4010)
Animal Science ( 4020)
Agricultural Mechanics ( 4030)
I. When you eventually take your place in this world, what would 
you like to do? If your dream is not related to agriculture, place in
parenthesis() an occupation in agriculture you would enjoy
doing.
n 
.J Agric;ultural.Business ( 4040)
Ornamental Horticulture ( 4050)
Forestry & Natural Resources (4060)
Agriscience ( 4070)
G. I Am Taking This Course Because: (Select One)
j I plan a caree: in agriculture
Not a career, just an interest in agriculture.
Not interested, placed in class.




Asian or Pacific Islander
American Indian/Native American
Other
(;\ '<'\\I x�Q..1 §]<L ,nh,c ,O\D I VQ +
K. Please indicate below your plans after graduation from
high schools:
1. Go to Work Full - Time
No Further Education
Some College Later
















First Name, Ml /
Female � B. Gender: Male
C. Date: Cf / &\ / I\
D. Year in Agrichtlirire Program:
E. Grade Level in School:
(1st,. 2nd, 3rd, 4th) 
\,R 
(9, 10, 11, 12) 
F. Program of Instruction Being Pursued: (Select Only One)
z 
Plant & Soil Science (4010) 
Animal Science ( 4020) 
Agricultural Mechanics ( 4030) 
Agricultural Business (4040) 
Oma.mental Horticulture ( 4050) 
Forestry & Natural Resources-(4060) 
Agriscience ( 4070) 
G.· I Am Taking This Course Because: (Select One)
� I plan a caree: in agriculture
� Not a career, just an interest in agricultute. 
Not interested, placed in class. 
H. Ethnic Origin: (Select Only One)
/ White 7- Hispanic
Black (Except Hispanic)
Filipino
Asian or Pacific Islander




K. Ple.ase indicate below your plans after graduation fromhigh schools:
1. Go to Work Full - Time
No Further Education
Some College Later







3 Go Into Military Senrice 
,/ 
,/ \, 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION· STUDENT CAREER SHEET (V\ C l"i\ C\ dd OJ ( n C1__
A.
B. Gender: Male -
. 
C. Date: g[g12.o\\ 






(1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th)
E. Grade Level in School: \2 
(9, 10, 11, 12)
F. Program oflnstruction Being Pursued: (Select Only One)
Plant & Soi� �ci�µc�,(4019) 
Annual Science ( 4020) 
Agricultural Mechanics ( 4030) 
¼,_.;. AgricQ.ltural Business ( 4040) 
Qrnamental Horticulture ( 4050) 
Forestry & Natural Resources ( 4060) 
Agriscience ( 4070) 
G. I Am Taking This Course Because: (Select One)
X I plan a caree: in agriculture 
Not a career, just an interest in agriculture. 
Not interested, placed in class. 
H. Ethnic Origin: (Select Only One)
l!;_ White
Hispanic 
Black (Except Hispanic) 
Filipino 
Asian or Pacific Islander 




K. Please indicate below your plans after graduation from
high schools:
1. Go to Work Full - Time
No Further Education
Some College Later












AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION - STUBENT CAREER SHEET 
DATA SHEET 
Wbq - . � - q
IV\ u a a a i c. 11 a 
A. Name




C. Date: q /q_/l I 
D. Year in�Program: 1tth 
(1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th)
E. Grade Level in School: 12-tit_ 
(9, 10, 11, 12)
F. Program of Instruction Being Pursued: (Select Only One)
Plant & Soil Science (4010) 
Animal Science ( 4020) 
__ Agricultural Mechanics ( 4030) 
X Agricultural Business ( 4040)
OmamentalJiorticulture ( 4050) 
Forestry & Natural Resources (4060) 
Agriscience (4070) 
G. I Am Taking This Course Because: (Select One)
__ I plan a caree:.- in agriculture
� Not a career, just an interest in agriculture. 
Not interested, placed in class. 
H. Ethnic Origin: (Select Only One)
� White
Hispanic 
Black (Except Hispanic) 
Filipino 
A&ian or P!1cific Islander 
American Indian/Native American 
Other 
I. 
Parent/Guardian Name (Print Full Name Fof pach) 
� nuugu,� Wh1tf 1v1d 
Miss/Mrs./Ms. 
1-51!5 
J. When you eventually take your place in this world, what would
you like to do? If your dream is not related to agriculture, place in
parenthesis () an occupation in agriculture you would enjoy
0°r�-�ht(, Des,gn (Ag .1f,l}Gh�� 
K. Please indicate below your plans after graduation froJ:?
high schools:
1. Go to Work Full - Time
No Further Education
S01ne Col!ege Later











AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION - STUDENT CAREER SHEET 
1




B. ·Gender: Male Female 
qtgl u
1 A I. Locator Data: � 6 ,r, ;c::::. \ L\ w1 
___ 
C. Date:
D. Year in Agriculture Program: 2:od 
E. Grade Level in School:
(1st, 2\Qrd, 4th) 
(9, 10, 11, 12) 
F. Program of Instruction Being Pursued: (Select Only One)
Plant & Soil Science (4010) 
Animal .Science ( 4020) 
Agricultural Mechanics ( 4030) 
Agricultural Business ( 4040) 
Ornamental Horticulture ( 4050) 
__ Forestry & Natural Resources ( 4060) 
· V Agriscience ( 4070)
G. I Am'Taking This Course Because: (Select One)
I plan a caree: in agriculture 
7° Not a career, just an interest in agriculture.
.._ Not inter�sted, placed in class. 
H. Ethnic Origin: (Select Only One)
White 
V Hispanic
Black (Except Hispanic) 
--- · Filipino
Asian or PaGwc Islander
____ E:an Indian/N�ricaaj 
Other 
Mr. l -:-'1,U'StC\\J() 'A\\OYE'Z 
Miss/Mrs.� �'t>t{ro \P\-\\JOY(Z-
J. When you eventually take your place in this world, what would
you like to do? If your dream is not related to agriculture, place in




K, Please indicate below your plans after graduation from 
high schools: 
1. Go to Work Full - Time
No Further Education
Some College Later





























































































































































































































































































l l/16/2016 Post Graduate Follow-Up 
}foconl Book Ccmt;-1ct Hr:: 
My Dashboard Log Out ,._["se_e_a_rc_h ______ _
CALIFORNIA 
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION 
EXPLORE PARTICIPATE TEACH 
Agricultural Education Students & Members Teachers & Advisors 
SUPPORT GIVE 
Alumni & Parents Sponsors & Donors 
California Ag Ed Online 
Das} board Post Graduate FollcirN--Up 
� Home Students by Graduation Year ( 121 Students) 2016 




State Balance: GRAD YEARS 
� $7,979.00 
NAME FFA ID GRAD STATUS 
YEAR IN AG 
Region Balance: 




sm� Alo 600575492 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Code 
600575502 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
FFA Membership 
Arevalo. 
600642463 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major • Post Graduate Data
Accer;!QnQQ. 600575508 2016 4 Four Year College - Ag Major 
01] Event Registration. ' Baca,  600575515 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
� Livestock Insurance 600575516 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major Hunter 
� 
State Course  
600575524 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Summary Adrian 
600575525 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
i Application Center 
600575526 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Directory 





Go to My FFA.org 
Account 
fff Go to MyAET Account 


































Post Graduate Follow-Up 
GRAD YEARS 
FFA ID GRAD STATUS 
YEAR IN AG 
600575530 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
600575531 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
601037946 2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
601037948 2016 4 Employed - Fulltime - Non-Ag Job 
600575541 2016 4 Four Year College - Non-Ag Major 
600575542 2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
602235122 2016 3 Two Year College - Ag Major 
600575546 2016 4 Military 
602234917 2016 5 Military 
600575549 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
600575550 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
600575552 2016 4 Four Year College - Non-Ag Major 
600575561 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
600575567 2016 4 Four Year College - Ag Major 
601038188 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
600575581 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
601038195 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
600575594 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
600575600 2016 4 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
600575602 2016 4 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
600575608 2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
601038200 2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
600575616 2016 4 Two Year College - Ag Major 
602234934 2016 5 Two Year College - Ag Major 
2/7 

ll/16/2016 Post Graduate Follow-Up 
GRAD YEARS 
NAME FFA ID GRAD STATUS 
YEAR IN AG 
Islas. 
600575735 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
 
Jaime 
 601037578 2016 3 Employed - Fulltime - Non-Ag Job 
Brenda 
 
600575739 2016 3 Military 
Joshua 
Johnston. 
600575743 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
 
 
602234914 2016 5 Two Year College - Ag Major 
 
 
600575766 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Gladys 
 
600575771 2016 4 Employed - Fulltime - Ag Job 
Nicole 
 
601037725 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Elda 
 
601037730 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Fransisco 
 
601037732 2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
Angel 
600575801 2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
Beatriz 
 601037740 2016 3 Employed - Fulltime - Non-Ag Job 
Melanie 
 
600575818 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Jocelyn 
600575821 2016 4 Employed - Fulltime - Non-Ag Job 
Doneesha 
 600575831 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Selena 
 
600575832 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Oscar 
 
601037956 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Andrew 
 
600575843 2016 4 Two Year College - Ag Major 
Kyleigh 
601037959 2016 4 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
Vincent 
600575850 2016 3 Two Year College - Ag Major 
Jesus 
600575851 2016 4 Employed - Parttime - Ag Job 
� 
 
600575852 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Karla 
 
602234916 2016 5 Four Year College - Ag Major 
Catherine 
h tips: //www .cal aged .org/ connect/ros ter/s tu den ts_grad data .as px 4/7 
11/16/2016 Post Graduate Follow-Up 
GRAD YEARS 
NAME FFA ID GRAD STATUS 
YEAR IN AG 
 Leo 600575860 2016 4 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
 601037963 2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
Elavoe 
 Julio 600575866 2016 3 Employed - Fulltime - Ag Job 
 
601038038 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Donny 
 Edgar 600575874 2016 4 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
 
600575880 2016 3 Four Year College - Ag Major 
Mary 
 
 602234919 2016 5 Four Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Jocelyn 
 
600575895 2016 4 Military 
Francisco 
600575913 2016 3 Military 
� 
 
600575915 2016 4 Military 
Ismael 
 601037971 2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
Savannah 
 Jose 600575921 2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
 
600575922 2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
't:!Jmsli 
 600575926 2016 4 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
� 
 600575928 2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
Ma.rJg 
 600575935 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
B.Qm.an 
 
602234946 2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
� 
 
602234962 2016 5 Four Year College - Ag Major 
� 
 
600575944 2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
Marrissa 
 600575950 2016 4 Two Year College - Ag Major 
Hannah 
 
600575953 2016 3 Military 
Steve 
 
600575955 2016 3 Four Year College - Ag Major 
Fove 
 Jesse 600575982 2016 3 Two Year College - Ag Major 
 















































Agricultural Education prepares students for 
successful careers and a lifetime of informed 
choices in the global agriculture. food. fiber. and 
natural resources systems. 
le) 2016 California Agricultural Education 
Post Graduate Follow-Up 
GRAD YEARS 
GRAD STATUS 
YEAR IN AG 
2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
2016 3 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
2016 5 Four Year College - Ag Major 
2016 3 Two Year College - Ag Major 
2016 4 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
2016 5 Two Year College - Ag Major 
2016 3 Employed - Parttime - Non-Ag Job 
2016 4 Two Year College - Non-Ag Major 
2016 4 Military 












FAQ Center Center 
Explore 
I Give 


































































































































































































































































































































Agricultural Education Students & Members





California Ag Ed Online 
DJYI''Y -ud �- �·, ,., ,J,t. ,Jc ,.. . St �h .\ .. r. --1 1!1 · ""f ·'.l1U. D.L J_,UJ, .. ll1t. JC
Sponsors & Donors
w Home Complete Student Enrollment (716 Students)
Hf ! Account Settings Add New Entry J�, Lxcc Repo, 1.:, 
�
Account Balance 
State Balance: $7,979.00 FFA.ORG GRAD 
Region Balance: $0.00 NAME FFA ID AET ID INV CODE YEAR 
& Student Roster  602235588 3HVT@@ 1439460 2019 Set St!.!Qent Agcess Code Enrique 
602235538 G7SV7P 1310334 2020 
I'• FFA Membership Ashley 
602235561 846TAN 1321088 2020 
Post Graduate Data Keneth 
602235536 705VPG 1310332 2020 
[ill] Event Registration  602235046 D!XADY 1131886 2018 Megan 
� Livestock Insurance
 
602235482 LHOLGM 1321042 2020 
Tenleigh 
�
602234921 BW18E6 1228323 2017 
State Course Summary 
Allen.  602235222 PNTV?H 1262687 2019 
 
602235382 D8VTW! 1309427 2020 
Application Center Miguel 
602235497 PU4FSR 1321057 2020 
Directory Gabriel 
https: //www ,cal aged .org/connect/roster/students ,aspx 




















11/16/20 I 6 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.QRG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235571 PS4P16 1321097 2020 Yes Yes 
602235485 AM6GUP 1321045 2020 Yes Yes 
602235532 EKBP9@ 1310329 2020 Yes Yes 
602235411 PKRE7 1309459 2020 Yes Yes 
602235369 50LGL 1309412 2020 Yes Yes 
602235308 UZ9T9S 1264640 2019 Yes Yes 
602235516 PNOXT4 1310317 2020 Yes Yes 
602235419 IQFVBP 1309467 2020 Yes Yes 
602235608 80M9X 1452308 2020 Yes Yes 
602235388 9!1608 1309433 2020 Yes Yes 
602235435 SVDD@ 1309801 2020 Yes Yes 
602235043 NIONO 1234935 2017 Yes Yes 
602235373 L$EDYJ 1309416 2020 Yes Yes 
602234929 FFRZP 1228333 2017 Yes Yes 
602235348 V7BTO 1308383 2020 Yes Yes 
602235592 JP5!PD 1444540 2020 Yes Yes 
602235484 DMQ31A 1321044 2020 Yes Yes 
602235098 RC1WJV 1235112 2018 Yes Yes 
602234906 2H1CQA 1207171 2014 Yes Yes 
602235200 M5KE! 1262590 2019 Yes Yes 
602234926 TOF77M 1161689 2017 Yes Yes 
602235600 DP91L8 1449537 2019 Yes Yes 
602235085 A42B7S 1235093 2018 Yes Yes 
602235582 ZQOJGN 1394171 2017 Yes Yes 
602235158 T4J9$0 1262344 2019 Yes Yes 
602235071 VN2A90 1235069 2018 Yes Yes 
602235604 9QA6GZ 1450528 2020 Yes Yes 
https :/ /www .cal aged .org/connect/roster/students .aspx 5/29 
l l/16/2016 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235605 HNBJUJ 1450529 2020 Yes Yes 
602235402 AAC$1 1309450 2020 Yes Yes 
602235378 K711U7 1309423 2020 Yes Yes 
602235133 D08VQO 1260324 2019 Yes Yes 
602235563 JIAUL4 1321090 2020 Yes Yes 
602235415 QH$!PM 1309463 2020 Yes Yes 
602235173 Q8U5UJ 1262506 2019 Yes Yes 
602235324 9H3V3Z 1264673 2019 Yes Yes 
602235118 UV5ZZW 1237496 2017 Yes Yes 
602234932 NCIJAU 1228338 2017 Yes Yes 
602235439 9SP8$J 1309805 2020 Yes Yes 
602235432 QDCMJ5 1309798 2020 Yes Yes 
602235570 S2R4PD 1321096 2019 Yes Yes 
602234928 !103CU 1408630 2017 Yes Yes 
602235038 5504GD 1234928 2018 Yes Yes 
602235358 UAT6SC 1308429 2020 Yes Yes 
602235476 45BK9$ 1321035 2020 Yes Yes 
602235086 KRB@CI 1235094 2018 Yes Yes 
602235312 ZG9X6 1264647 2019 Yes Yes 
602235201 CYRNZM 1262593 2019 Yes Yes 
602235287 VW7PSQ 1264587 2019 Yes Yes 
602234987 @FFHR 1229168 2017 Yes Yes 
602235450 4RIAZU 1309812 2020 Yes Yes 
602235527 981RGM 1310325 2020 Yes Yes 
602235569 6K7R8M 1321095 2018 Yes Yes 
h ttps ://www .cal aged .org/connect/roster/students .aspx 6/29 
11/16/2016 
h ttps: // www .cal aged .org/ con nee t/ roster/ s tu den ts .as px 
NAME 
Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235311 H9501$ 1264645 2019 Yes Yes 
602234986 GZ6R11 1228582 2017 Yes Yes 
602235319 Q80CX 1264660 2019 Yes Yes 
602235313 QA4CNX 1264649 2019 Yes Yes 
602235178 M1Q11S 1262519 2019 Yes Yes 
602235575 JEDM5A 1321102 2020 Yes Yes 
602235044 !ZJLEA 1234938 2018 Yes Yes 
602235008 TBBXXY 1234888 2018 Yes Yes 
602235341 V4TAT 1266763 2019 Yes Yes 
602234934 NU7MES 1145058 2016 Yes Yes 
602235352 3CQEDO 1308387 2020 Yes Yes 
602235120 OAYKT1 1241479 2017 Yes Yes 
602235080 5E8D2L 1455836 2018 Yes Yes 
602235069 6@F7T4 1235063 2018 Yes Yes 
602235041 S$OBM4 1234931 2018 Yes Yes 
602235481 DTEM@ 1321041 2020 Yes Yes 
602235195 SUZCJ6 1262573 2019 Yes Yes 
602235063 34QPNI 1234994 2018 Yes Yes 
602235335 IGC9WW 1266751 2019 Yes Yes 
602235119 FUGWK3 1241478 2018 Yes Yes 
602235126 TXSPBY 1260308 2019 Yes Yes 
602235371 BYET5A 1309414 2020 Yes Yes 
602235070 !XV$36 1129192 2018 Yes Yes 
602235493 026BM5 1321053 2020 Yes Yes 
602235409 O@V265 1309457 2020 Yes Yes 
602234978 OG@TA 1228562 2017 Yes Yes 
602235407 $1TSGE 1309455 2020 Yes Yes 
7/29 
11/16/2016 
https ://www .cal aged .org/connect/roster/students .aspx 
NAME 


































1234999 2018 Yes Yes 
1321059 2020 Yes Yes 
1452307 2017 Yes Yes 
1321046 2020 Yes Yes 
1310343 2020 Yes Yes 
1262589 2019 Yes Yes 
1321093 2020 Yes Yes 
1321050 2020 Yes Yes 
1455835 2017 Yes Yes 
1234929 2018 Yes Yes 
1264483 2019 Yes Yes 
1266752 2019 Yes Yes 
1234892 2018 Yes Yes 
1264641 2019 Yes Yes 
1452309 2020 Yes Yes 
1228554 2017 Yes Yes 
1310311 2020 Yes Yes 
1262405 2019 Yes Yes 
1309952 2020 Yes Yes 
1309405 2020 Yes Yes 
1264438 2019 Yes Yes 
1235055 2018 Yes Yes 
1264514 2019 Yes Yes 
1309461 2020 Yes Yes 
1145071 2016 Yes Yes 
8/29 
l l/16/2016 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235448 QZF4Z$ 1309811 2020 Yes Yes 
602235166 @3ZFTJ 1262416 2019 Yes Yes 
602235557 SLMXMX 1321084 2020 Yes Yes 
602235134 WG1P9X 1260327 2019 Yes Yes 
602235525 30E@BG 1310323 2020 Yes Yes 
602235017 OX4$G 1234901 2018 Yes Yes 
602235127 LF24KS 1260311 2019 Yes Yes 
602235176 CM0@5R 1262514 2019 Yes Yes 
602235337 93TANO 1266754 2019 Yes Yes 
602235223 MQJT14 1262691 2019 Yes Yes 
602235441 VUEYJN 1309807 2020 Yes Yes 
602235339 118@2C 1266761 2019 Yes Yes 
602235135 TMY1X5 1260330 2019 Yes Yes 
602235314 1C@5GS 1264651 2019 Yes Yes 
602235412 B@P7QO 1309460 2020 Yes Yes 
602235129 01PAX 1260313 2019 Yes Yes 
602235521 7R2JX 1310376 2020 Yes Yes 
602235217 SYNOY7 1262671 2019 Yes Yes 
602235598 O@HBA 1449173 2017 Yes Yes 
602235316 $TPCFR 1264656 2019 Yes Yes 
602235354 D1KKK4 1308389 2020 Yes Yes 
602234913 FEKHIB 1226002 2015 Yes Yes 
602235073 U1T5JQ 1235071 2018 Yes Yes 
602235208 JHVDJ5 1262639 2019 Yes Yes 
602235205 IK1A!W 1262624 2019 Yes Yes 
https://www.calaged.org/connect/roster/students.aspx 9/29 
I 1/16/2016 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235206 B08HVK 1262629 2019 Yes Yes 
602235421 S4XIPK 1309469 2020 Yes Yes 
602235077 NCRDT 1235080 2018 Yes Yes 
602235009 G9VD3 1234890 2018 Yes Yes 
602234900 AVTZB 1309935 2020 Yes Yes 
602235406 J5VNJS 1309454 2020 Yes Yes 
602235302 E!UKL 1264619 2019 Yes Yes 
602235594 7VVWJ 1448824 2020 Yes Yes 
602234953 GTNU45 1228517 2017 Yes Yes 
602235494 OMYQA 1321054 2018 Yes Yes 
602235033 RE618C 1234919 2018 Yes Yes 
602235104 !2N!!V 1370788 2018 Yes Yes 
602235167 VNAIU8 1262436 2019 Yes Yes 
602235207 94X68P 1262636 2019 Yes Yes 
602235226 36CYQ@ 1262703 2019 Yes Yes 
602235460 NF6B!2 1309953 2020 Yes Yes 
602235023 IFQVGI 1234906 2018 Yes Yes 
602235468 R9VZBP 1309961 2020 Yes Yes 
602235559 KU67H 1321086 2020 Yes Yes 
602235610 ZQBQX 1452310 2019 Yes Yes 
602235006 B2F24M 1234887 2018 Yes Yes 
602235330 HX2WFW 1264705 2018 Yes Yes 
602235053 ZPEYQM 1234968 2018 Yes Yes 
602235094 R21535 1235107 2018 Yes Yes 
https://www.calaged.org/connect/roster/students .aspx 10/29 
11/ I 6/20 I 6 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235510 4R3MHE 1310312 2020 Yes Yes 
602235130 7RK8TF 1260315 2019 Yes Yes 
602235211 8SNCQ3 1262647 2019 Yes Yes 
602235036 @$P4F@ 1234926 2018 Yes Yes 
602235553 $7TTNH 1321080 2020 Yes Yes 
602235231 IUDUXP 1262718 2019 Yes Yes 
602235137 @VGFH 1260334 2019 Yes Yes 
602235090 TV2Q!V 1235100 2018 Yes Yes 
602235139 JK7239 1260347 2019 Yes Yes 
602235078 PB!ZMD 1235085 2018 Yes Yes 
602235011 RQl16E 1234893 2018 Yes Yes 
602235067 UTBE6Q 1235059 2018 Yes Yes 
602235530 HWE$AL 1310327 2020 Yes Yes 
602235079 VTRFLK 1235087 2018 Yes Yes 
602235013 Q4Nl9X 1234896 2018 Yes Yes 
602235172 A4DSUC 1262495 2019 Yes Yes 
602235169 C2M2X$ 1262460 2019 Yes Yes 
602235040 52F0!9 1234930 2017 Yes Yes 
602235508 ET$5QA 1321068 2019 Yes Yes 
602235215 IXMF4P 1262667 2019 Yes Yes 
602235286 KDFKAI 1264518 2019 Yes Yes 
602235391 FRN$T$ 1309436 2020 Yes Yes 
602235102 UT1K8Z 1411580 2018 Yes Yes 
602235515 @1JASE 1310316 2020 Yes Yes 
602235096 OOTGPR 1235110 2018 Yes Yes 
602235470 71ZOP 1309963 2020 Yes Yes 
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11/16/2016 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAM E FFA ID AETID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602234967 ZB!7Z 1228542 2017 Yes Yes 
602235422 BG2EVC 1309470 2020 Yes Yes 
602234956 @NN92Y 1228521 2017 Yes Yes 
602235095 MMAEXQ 1235109 2018 Yes Yes 
602235140 @ID61 1260362 2019 Yes Yes 
602235300 GGZ@K1 1264614 2019 Yes Yes 
602234965 V1DU3J 1228540 2017 Yes Yes 
602234994 KD04$@ 1234876 2017 Yes Yes 
602235562 19!AZU 1321089 2020 Yes Yes 
602235370 OR@MMP 1309413 2020 Yes Yes 
602235367 NE50KG 1309410 2020 Yes Yes 
602235299 IX8Z03 1264612 2019 Yes Yes 
602235174 SX!L43 1262507 2019 Yes Yes 
602235475 !XK2D 1310115 2017 Yes Yes 
602235387 RJW$P3 1309432 2020 Yes Yes 
602234903 HVWLA! 1207170 2013 Yes Yes 
602235050 1!DRVU 1234958 2018 Yes Yes 
602235379 EDKWA 1309424 2020 Yes Yes 
602235136 LH$$96 1260332 2019 Yes Yes 
602235234 SGLE36 1262725 2019 Yes Yes 
602235088 88@5FD 1235098 2018 Yes Yes 
602235236 ZHGF 1264382 2019 Yes Yes 
602235237 JG4SGE 1264386 2019 Yes Yes 
602235376 OPA7RS 1309421 2020 Yes Yes 
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11/16/2016 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235320 33GSZE 1264668 2019 Yes Yes 
602235496 Pl9NK 1321056 2020 Yes Yes 
602234995 3ZWS7J 1234877 2018 Yes Yes 
602235443 3D6ABS 1309809 2020 Yes Yes 
602235408 MKCDHH 1309456 2020 Yes Yes 
602235495 XZ?YOJ 1321055 2020 Yes Yes 
602234939 41FBWS 1228495 2017 Yes Yes 
602235097 KVCOZ 1235111 2018 Yes Yes 
602235587 2HG8AG 1411784 2019 Yes Yes 
602235425 KP$FGL 1309473 2020 Yes Yes 
602235282 Y5@PV$ 1264504 2019 Yes Yes 
602235613 G99E2@ 1455816 2018 Yes Yes 
602235442 VAL@3M 1309808 2020 Yes Yes 
602235325 LKTHT1 1264676 2019 Yes Yes 
602235219 F!RR4V 1262674 2019 Yes Yes 
602235216 DJX6A 1262670 2019 Yes Yes 
602235076 9DKLZL 1235076 2018 Yes Yes 
602235002 HCWM$X 1234883 2018 Yes Yes 
602235599 EKVYJL 1449175 2017 Yes Yes 
602235477 8LEB89 1321036 2020 Yes Yes 
602235019 U7F$7 1234902 2018 Yes Yes 
602235103 9MAL79 1235119 2018 Yes Yes 
602235028 G2LGMY 1234912 2018 Yes Yes 
602235591 XH543! 1438848 2018 Yes Yes 
602235021 FAG$Q7 1234904 2018 Yes Yes 
602235138 E@5MWG 1260340 2019 Yes Yes 
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1309442 2020 Yes Yes 
1321092 2020 Yes Yes 
1226003 2016 Yes Yes 
1225165 2015 Yes Yes 
1309943 2020 Yes Yes 
1129467 2017 Yes Yes 
1262216 2019 Yes Yes 
1309795 2020 Yes Yes 
1264669 2019 Yes Yes 
1228536 2017 Yes Yes 
1321062 2020 Yes Yes 
1264389 2019 Yes Yes 
1264672 2019 Yes Yes 
1264507 2019 Yes Yes 
1411402 2018 Yes Yes 
1264473 2019 Yes Yes 
1439458 2018 Yes Yes 
1321066 2020 Yes Yes 
1310328 2020 Yes Yes 
1309451 2020 Yes Yes 
1262733 2019 Yes Yes 
1411405 2019 Yes Yes 
1234881 2018 Yes Yes 
1262226 2019 Yes Yes 
1310326 2020 Yes Yes 
1309465 2020 Yes Yes 
1309468 2020 Yes Yes 
14/29 
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Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235611 RXV8S5 1452873 2017 Yes Yes 
602235004 910LOG 1234885 2018 Yes Yes 
602235396 6HPTRS 1309444 2020 Yes Yes 
602235114 4Y4DZ5 1237121 2017 Yes Yes 
602235030 GXV!ZD 1234914 2018 Yes Yes 
602235145 8QFV8G 1262258 2019 Yes Yes 
602235374 E7GN6U 1309417 2020 Yes Yes 
602234975 7PX808 1228558 2017 Yes Yes 
602235058 8TKGIN 1234982 2018 Yes Yes 
602235112 @MK8ZJ 1237093 2017 Yes Yes 
602235241 wzcxs 1264410 2019 Yes Yes 
602235221 16N857 1262679 2019 Yes Yes 
602235585 Z@TF5Y 1411777 2019 Yes Yes 
602235456 121Z$T 1309813 2020 Yes Yes 
602235355 7XAOOE 1308390 2020 Yes Yes 
602235108 CT4WDA 1235124 2018 Yes Yes 
602235048 Y4114N 1234950 2018 Yes Yes 
602235089 7$GNUE 1235099 2018 Yes Yes 
602235537 4YBOTE 1310333 2020 Yes Yes 
602235051 J61$@C 1234962 2018 Yes Yes 
602235177 AHG2$3 1262515 2019 Yes Yes 
602235084 4UJDKT 1235092 2018 Yes Yes 
602235242 J1V7!4 1264412 2019 Yes Yes 
602235338 3JMQM 1266759 2018 Yes Yes 
602234947 JG713T 1228503 2017 Yes Yes 
602235012 BUYQSZ 1234895 2018 Yes Yes 
15/29 
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NAME 
Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235143 39@KRD 1262230 2019 Yes Yes 
602235099 S0!3HP 1235113 2018 Yes Yes 
602235462 VQSTD 1309955 2020 Yes Yes 
602235059 P3V09P 1234983 2018 Yes Yes 
602235554 4A3YN$ 1321081 2020 Yes Yes 
602235401 VSW5FU 1309449 2020 Yes Yes 
602235357 1XKHX 1308392 2020 Yes Yes 
602235144 R1SS8P 1262247 2019 Yes Yes 
602234998 $!M2Y1 1234880 2018 Yes Yes 
602235405 5Al0$5 1309453 2020 Yes Yes 
602235005 PG5AC6 1234886 2018 Yes Yes 
602235452 7VAUY9 1309944 2020 Yes Yes 
602234941 BYOF@4 1228497 2017 Yes Yes 
602235146 518BYV 1262261 2019 Yes Yes 
602234945 1$A9WG 1228502 2017 Yes Yes 
602234968 H1ZNKA 1228546 2017 Yes Yes 
602235593 S!YAF6 1448795 2020 Yes Yes 
602235147 LV8U10 1262277 2019 Yes Yes 
602235343 4ME8P1 1308378 2020 Yes Yes 
602235020 @!T$8$ 1234903 2018 Yes Yes 
602235042 NG!W?B 1234934 2018 Yes Yes 
602235550 WRVG82 1321078 2020 Yes Yes 
602235113 AHZHYJ 1237095 2017 Yes Yes 
602234976 FBRMK 1228560 2017 Yes Yes 
16/29 
11116/2016 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235179 LBHQSX 1262523 2019 Yes Yes 
602234948 EB79C 1228504 2017 Yes Yes 
602234970 BPL!OD 1228551 2017 Yes Yes 
602235220 AFGV$ 1262677 2019 Yes Yes 
602235603 F$5!FM 1450510 2020 Yes Yes 
602235239 3$0$ZK 1264402 2019 Yes Yes 
602235037 ZWLUMV 1234927 2018 Yes Yes 
602235292 !60G38 1264595 2019 Yes Yes 
602235254 8A3!$A 1264442 2019 Yes Yes 
602235350 LYAZW1 1308385 2020 Yes Yes 
602235345 P3SNC$ 1308380 2020 Yes Yes 
602235297 J@ER3 1264607 2019 Yes Yes 
602234958 P164XE 1228524 2017 Yes Yes 
602235180 Z4FZN 1262531 2019 Yes Yes 
602235586 K7VK@O 1411779 2019 Yes Yes 
602235115 1186SM 1237130 2017 Yes Yes 
602235244 4!0PHV 1264415 2019 Yes Yes 
602235182 XK@OXQ 1262533 2019 Yes Yes 
602235583 53ZQS$ 1411404 2020 Yes Yes 
602235326 PXJIX6 1264677 2019 Yes Yes 
602235393 9EUN8E 1309438 2020 Yes Yes 
602235454 R0DP90 1309946 2020 Yes Yes 
602234952 EYWRX2 1228511 2017 Yes Yes 
602235445 6JB79G 1309939 2020 Yes Yes 
602235504 XA1LSM 1321064 2020 Yes Yes 
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11/16/2016 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235083 NSMZ1Z 1235091 2018 Yes Yes 
602235149 5VYCT9 1262291 2019 Yes Yes 
602235116 X3R96U 1237136 2017 Yes Yes 
602235366 91@GIV 1309409 2020 Yes Yes 
602235552 BDl2E! 1321079 2020 Yes Yes 
602234916 ATOAFP 853604 2016 Yes Yes 
602235555 WWXQOO 1321082 2020 Yes Yes 
602235148 J@K4ST 1262288 2019 Yes Yes 
602235240 UTOVJ 1264406 2019 Yes Yes 
602235351 ONGL86 1308386 2020 Yes Yes 
602234907 N!$PM! 1224572 2014 Yes Yes 
602235024 UEYS3Y 1234908 2018 Yes Yes 
602235188 @OB7$N 1262545 2019 Yes Yes 
602235359 SVWSO! 1308430 2020 Yes Yes 
602235426 9X@4S 1309936 2020 Yes Yes 
602235034 TBS!M3 1234920 2018 Yes Yes 
602235191 DTBSX4 1262551 2019 Yes Yes 
602235014 UF1VDB 1234897 2018 Yes Yes 
602235380 NUP$$ 1309425 2020 Yes Yes 
602235595 E$4K$G 1448831 2020 Yes Yes 
602235383 IFIWQJ 1309428 2020 Yes Yes 
602234979 YFCGTJ 1228570 2017 Yes Yes 
602235612 K8JON3 1455560 2017 Yes Yes 
602235549 S9YW8N 1321077 2020 Yes Yes 
602234993 90YFJ7 1234875 2018 Yes Yes 
602235580 !VRDOE 1370793 2020 Yes Yes 
602235346 4!S0@B 1308381 2020 Yes Yes 
602235150 FSUZBO 1262298 2019 Yes Yes 
602235304 P893P 1264627 2019 Yes Yes 
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11/16/2016 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235518 HU@J@L 1310319 2020 Yes Yes 
602235026 N0321H 1234910 2018 Yes Yes 
602235440 859@TH 1309806 2020 Yes Yes 
602235218 LEZ$HZ 1262673 2019 Yes Yes 
602235243 K20389 1264414 2019 Yes Yes 
602235192 OF47XQ 1262560 2019 Yes Yes 
602235245 HFB57Q 1264419 2019 Yes Yes 
602235471 B8RIWE 1309964 2020 Yes Yes 
602235152 X3MH$7 1262316 2019 Yes Yes 
602235327 V$L5MK 1264687 2019 Yes Yes 
602235268 4LMH8U 1264475 2019 Yes Yes 
602235248 ED4FXP 1264425 2019 Yes Yes 
602235392 Q$N$8S 1309437 2020 Yes Yes 
602235446 @@IPZ 1309940 2020 Yes Yes 
602235151 J59NG3 1262314 2019 Yes Yes 
602234919 9$@RKM 1226099 2016 Yes Yes 
602234904 JGY7!0 1224564 2014 Yes Yes 
602235022 S21KKZ 1234905 2018 Yes Yes 
602234991 1CBUS@ 1234871 2018 Yes Yes 
602235590 $VRCT@ 1439463 2019 Yes Yes 
602235093 AGMD1W 1235106 2018 Yes Yes 
602234943 8DIV8T 1228499 2017 Yes Yes 
602235246 4Y8!10 1264421 2019 Yes Yes 
602235117 TKl4KR 1237139 2017 Yes Yes 
602235365 CY5SQA 1309408 2020 Yes Yes 
602235398 3NT3BF 1309446 2020 Yes Yes 
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11/16/20 I 6 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AETID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235328 K2SP!Q 1264690 2019 Yes Yes 
602235003 Fl5T!O 1234884 2018 Yes Yes 
602235543 O!Z58V 1310338 2020 Yes Yes 
602235295 UR763L 1264600 2019 Yes Yes 
602235362 94DT@ 1308468 2020 Yes Yes 
602235251 IPBGL 1 1264434 2019 Yes Yes 
602235479 H!A15U 1321038 2020 Yes Yes 
602235572 M91ULU 1321098 2020 Yes Yes 
602235064 Y$CW$ 1234997 2018 Yes Yes 
602235183 KY VA@O 1262534 2019 Yes Yes 
602235507 HGRY95 1321067 2020 Yes Yes 
602235265 LUK98 1264471 2019 Yes Yes 
602235184 8T9C7Z 1262537 2019 Yes Yes 
602235032 TOUGD8 1234918 2018 Yes Yes 
602235469 079XN7 1309962 2020 Yes Yes 
602235318 LXPQ$ 1264658 2019 Yes Yes 
602235540 8W5GPU 1310336 2020 Yes Yes 
602235501 85XAVX 1321061 2020 Yes Yes 
602235225 JHH511 1262698 2019 Yes Yes 
602235307 G9REK 1264637 2019 Yes Yes 
602235291 @KBHXT 1264594 2019 Yes Yes 
602235399 GJ5R29 1309447 2020 Yes Yes 
602235514 C@8QP! 1310315 2020 Yes Yes 
602235187 TP0990 1262544 2019 Yes Yes 
602235153 P1AYO 1262323 2019 Yes Yes 
602234981 IRX9H5 1333139 2017 Yes Yes 
602235155 GXC!4@ 1262335 2019 Yes Yes 
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FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235579 J!5L 1C 1370792 2020 Yes Yes 
602234971 Y7QGEU 1228553 2017 Yes Yes 
602235315 QVWG7M 1264654 2019 Yes Yes 
602235535 WXVK$ 1310331 2020 Yes Yes 
602235390 4WXAB$ 1309435 2020 Yes Yes 
602234964 55RSB4 1228539 2017 Yes Yes 
602235574 LEZ5FG 1321101 2020 Yes Yes 
602235267 70@4F7 1264474 2019 Yes Yes 
602235492 AXR1@U 1321052 2020 Yes Yes 
602235397 3JZF31 1309445 2020 Yes Yes 
602235533 3A60XU 1321073 2020 Yes Yes 
602235596 AX@15J 1448834 2020 Yes Yes 
602235256 016SBQ 1264445 2019 Yes Yes 
602235464 PZGSTH 1309957 2020 Yes Yes 
602235157 M$P70T 1262342 2019 Yes Yes 
602234985 LYWKSW 1228581 2017 Yes Yes 
602235342 6@S51E 1266792 2019 Yes Yes 
602235465 $G4GW@ 1309958 2020 Yes Yes 
602235121 D!ZVRH 1241481 2018 Yes Yes 
602234983 !5!RQ$ 1228579 2017 Yes Yes 
602235436 90P1LD 1309802 2020 Yes Yes 
602235500 OXNOTB 1321060 2020 Yes Yes 
602235159 083FWI 1262360 2019 Yes Yes 
602235578 SOS$9Y 1370791 2020 Yes Yes 
602235414 3FA4U 1309462 2020 Yes Yes 
602234940 CU8DQR 1228496 2017 Yes Yes 
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J 1/16/2016 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602234908 NXH$H 1411573 2019 Yes Yes 
602235519 N@F6K Yes 1310320 2020 Yes 
602234946 Q55Y30 853634 2016 Yes Yes 
602235581 DWB0T9 1370794 2020 Yes Yes 
602235258 SFKZW! 1264452 2019 Yes Yes 
602235255 L10QOF 1264443 2019 Yes Yes 
602235513 E8ZAHL 1310314 2020 Yes Yes 
602234902 L2U8XX 1100480 2013 Yes Yes 
602234962 8BOWH! 851986 2016 Yes Yes 
602235511 D81SHO 1310313 2020 Yes Yes 
602235060 73EAP 1234984 2018 Yes Yes 
602235068 EVNBAD 1235060 2018 Yes Yes 
602234951 NBWD93 1228510 2017 Yes Yes 
602235447 RJ379M 1309941 2020 Yes Yes 
602235331 9FN3GT 1264715 2018 Yes Yes 
602235416 U6PV3R 1309464 2020 Yes Yes 
602235107 FLQO$R 1235123 2018 Yes Yes 
602235057 QQ@LG1 1234978 2018 Yes Yes 
602235062 08FKJE 1234993 2018 Yes Yes 
602234942 FGYCA5 1228498 2017 Yes Yes 
602234989 J!DALW 1234086 2018 Yes Yes 
602235394 9ZPSBF 1309439 2020 Yes Yes 
602235457 XJD5CS 1309950 2020 Yes Yes 
602235372 MRUDZH 1309415 2020 Yes Yes 
602235334 7B@P5A 1264846 2017 Yes Yes 
602235589 DW@YOT 1439461 2019 Yes Yes 
602235072 QF!435 1235070 2018 Yes Yes 
602235523 3BD73W 1310321 2020 Yes Yes 
602235449 8WJ504 1309942 2020 Yes Yes 
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l l/[6/2016 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235075 @XET02 1235074 2018 Yes Yes 
602235542 O!DM1G 1321074 2020 Yes Yes 
602235565 V4E17S 1321091 2020 Yes Yes 
602235577 T8XT!Z 1370790 2020 Yes Yes 
602235377 RZIKPB 1309422 2020 Yes Yes 
602234988 83LCUO 1229573 2017 Yes Yes 
602235560 LNGC4S 1321087 2020 Yes Yes 
602235434 @OU4$7 1309800 2020 Yes Yes 
602234944 QKORQG 1228500 2017 Yes Yes 
602235016 DYNVGH 1234900 2018 Yes Yes 
602235190 DN7HX1 1262550 2019 Yes Yes 
602235271 7TFBB3 1264480 2019 Yes Yes 
602235082 JPXTZ3 1235089 2018 Yes Yes 
602235573 HWN94 1321099 2020 Yes Yes 
602235361 FAKCN 1308467 2020 Yes Yes 
602235353 !$8@00 1308388 2020 Yes Yes 
602235227 OYJB40 1262707 2019 Yes Yes 
602235498 IHX$F6 1321058 2020 Yes Yes 
602235228 2B!V54 1262710 2019 Yes Yes 
602235429 81MQR 1309796 2020 Yes Yes 
602235356 9LFWW6 1308391 2020 Yes Yes 
602235247 5JGONU 1264423 2019 Yes Yes 
602235197 GIS$P3 1262577 2019 Yes Yes 
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11/16/2016 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235055 HFVF7 1234975 2018 Yes Yes 
602234954 XSPl6R 1228519 2017 Yes Yes 
602235418 Q216QI 1309466 2020 Yes Yes 
602234992 T4!MLE 1234874 2018 Yes Yes 
602235467 TOB$1J 1309960 2020 Yes Yes 
602235424 4R3Z@G 1309472 2020 Yes Yes 
602234996 G8!Y@! 1234878 2018 Yes Yes 
602235193 TZNXQB 1262567 2019 Yes Yes 
602235049 BNWF9U 1234951 2018 Yes Yes 
602235274 8YXAE 1264490 2019 Yes Yes 
602235438 FAX88Z 1309804 2020 Yes Yes 
602235386 69USF! 1309431 2020 Yes Yes 
602235202 AJIOCB 1262604 2019 Yes Yes 
602235164 PSVX62 1262386 2019 Yes Yes 
602234959 XKULR4 1228527 2017 Yes Yes 
602235229 S4WUXR 1262712 2019 Yes Yes 
602235196 $G0DV 1262576 2019 Yes Yes 
602235491 XG61DV 1321051 2020 Yes Yes 
602235340 WOFJDA 1266762 2019 Yes Yes 
602234990 MFOXFF 1234869 2018 Yes Yes 
602234960 !HFSJA 1228529 2017 Yes Yes 
602235487 UJOLM8 1321047 2020 Yes Yes 
602235528 PHGE03 1321072 2020 Yes Yes 
602235203 P84U2E 1262606 2019 Yes Yes 
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FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235463 8LVVXC 1309956 2020 Yes Yes 
602235045 NMC31$ 1234941 2018 Yes Yes 
602235461 2PMFY 1309954 2020 Yes Yes 
602235198 4HIHON 1262582 2019 Yes Yes 
602235270 ENOFDF 1264478 2019 Yes Yes 
602234955 GAHl65 1370787 2017 Yes Yes 
602235257 AQF$73 1264448 2019 Yes Yes 
602235015 N!P6SH 1234898 2018 Yes Yes 
602235548 74FHE$ 1310341 2020 Yes Yes 
602235384 15TNQO 1309429 2020 Yes Yes 
602235081 S03C$@ 1132726 2018 Yes Yes 
602235597 5@DCJ 1448841 2017 Yes Yes 
602235249 LCG4TY 1264429 2019 Yes Yes 
602235111 !MLMTG 1235324 2018 Yes Yes 
602235400 2WL@JX 1309448 2020 Yes Yes 
602235601 P88GPE 1449548 2020 Yes Yes 
602235545 VTD8LD 1310339 2020 Yes Yes 
602235332 LD1040 1264718 2018 Yes Yes 
602235389 G0816P 1309434 2020 Yes Yes 
602235105 HDUTNF 1235120 2018 Yes Yes 
 602235385 ASZGZN 1309430 2020 Yes Yes 
602235301 SOYLII 1264617 2019 Yes Yes 
602235546 ALQW@3 1321076 2020 Yes Yes 
602235294 K7Q8R7 1264598 2019 Yes Yes 
602235455 8K8KGA 1309947 2020 Yes Yes 
602235607 KQC@LU 1450531 2020 Yes Yes 
602235375 59RXMY 1309419 2020 Yes Yes 
602235027 MC58P4 1234911 2018 Yes Yes 
602235298 DECGAL 1264608 2019 Yes Yes 
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11/16/2016 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235250 SE@LO 1264431 2019 Yes Yes 
602234905 PJY9TG 1197989 2014 Yes Yes 
602235306 YOCP$J 1264630 2019 Yes Yes 
602235520 00!$$ 1321070 2020 Yes Yes 
602235317 VU$0L2 1264657 2019 Yes Yes 
602235204 12CX2J 1262618 2019 Yes Yes 
602235544 9WOAY 1321075 2020 Yes Yes 
602235437 RZ6MCS 1309803 2020 Yes Yes 
602235007 3540SA 1145057 2018 Yes Yes 
602235161 RZZMK 1262362 2019 Yes Yes 
602234961 JRM8M 1228535 2017 Yes Yes 
602235293 2MUHCD 1264596 2019 Yes Yes 
602235091 J6!!5F 1235103 2018 Yes Yes 
602235259 QGBR66 1264457 2019 Yes Yes 
602235074 44SK1M 1235072 2018 Yes Yes 
602235052 GDIIS6 1234966 2018 Yes Yes 
602235269 @ODOPZ 1264476 2019 Yes Yes 
602234920 E!CAD 852257 2016 Yes Yes 
602235410 EMVXHE 1309458 2020 Yes Yes 
602234950 WZMGIH 1228508 2017 Yes Yes 
602235524 P@N$9Y 1310322 2020 Yes Yes 
602235606 VCR1MR 1450530 2020 Yes Yes 
602235522 9V7S@H 1321071 2020 Yes Yes 
602235329 Y$S96W 1264699 2019 Yes Yes 
602235602 425C!K 1450489 2019 Yes Yes 
602234949 21AQWD 1228506 2017 Yes Yes 
602235404 WB11T2 1309452 2020 Yes Yes 
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I 1/16/20 I 6 Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
NAME FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235539 HL9RA! 1310335 2020 Yes Yes 
602235517 DSGXR$ 1310318 2020 Yes Yes 
602235344 XRDJU6 1308379 2020 Yes Yes 
602235305 30T@G6 1264629 2019 Yes Yes 
602235576 HCPT8J 1370789 2020 Yes Yes 
602235431 EOVZD1 1309937 2020 Yes Yes 
602235322 BOWL9Z 1264671 2019 Yes Yes 
602235233 H1SA 1262721 2019 Yes Yes 
602235433 YLF5R1 1309799 2020 Yes Yes 
602235061 SWEHAY 1234992 2018 Yes Yes 
602235512 @VEZIR 1321069 2020 Yes Yes 
602235047 902RJU 1234943 2018 Yes Yes 
602235473 MLB2DW 1309967 2020 Yes Yes 
602235100 78UTPU 1235116 2018 Yes Yes 
602235275 $@0VME 1264492 2019 Yes Yes 
602235101 Y$XVU6 1235117 2018 Yes Yes 
602235209 4W3$H9 1262644 2019 Yes Yes 
602235029 G9P51F 1234913 2018 Yes Yes 
602234966 7V!LCR 1228541 2017 Yes Yes 
602235210 ICW45$ 1262645 2019 Yes Yes 
602235474 OOJW31 1309814 2020 Yes Yes 
602235534 !6!7BU 1310330 2020 Yes Yes 
602235568 DAJHS5 1321094 2019 Yes Yes 
602235364 KVQ9UC 1308470 2020 Yes Yes 
602235264 DXWVC$ 1264470 2019 Yes Yes 
602235262 CZ2TOX 1264467 2019 Yes Yes 
602235232 FIN4Y4 1262720 2019 Yes Yes 
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I J/16/2016 
https://www .cal aged .org/connect/roster/students .aspx 
NAME 
Complete Student Roster 
FFA 
FFA.ORG GRAD COURSES 
FFA ID AET ID ROSTER 
INV CODE YEAR SUBMITTED 
SUBMITTED 
602235163 KPOFDO 1262381 2019 Yes Yes 
602235212 V@W$WO 1262652 2019 Yes Yes 
602234918 LXTMEX 1155075 2016 Yes Yes 
602235556 KMBY12 1321083 2020 Yes Yes 
602235106 D9X3!C 1235121 2018 Yes Yes 
602235213 7LB5ZC 1262656 2019 Yes Yes 
602234973 OUM!BV 1145059 2017 Yes Yes 
602235018 31H1AL 1145004 2018 Yes Yes 
602235430 PHXY2S 1309797 2020 Yes Yes 
602235333 @N1XL 1264728 2018 Yes Yes 
602235526 4LYSO@ 1310324 2020 Yes Yes 
602235472 $HS2DX 1309966 2020 Yes Yes 
602235261 AGEX6Q 1264465 2019 Yes Yes 
1495836 2019 Yes Yes 
602235252 5D6F8M 1264435 2019 Yes Yes 
602235263 OX!8BC 1264469 2019 Yes Yes 
602235551 9!EI08 1310342 2020 Yes Yes 
602234977 6AOH7G 1228561 2017 Yes Yes 
1496609 2019 Yes Yes 
602235310 RTSGAB 1264643 2019 Yes Yes 
602234980 40AD4V 1228574 2017 Yes Yes 
602235368 wwvcvx 1309411 2019 Yes Yes 
602235558 EKVZE9 1321085 2020 Yes Yes 
602235175 71XWXJ 1262509 2019 Yes Yes 
602234984 WD4RQM 1145056 2017 Yes Yes 





Agricultural Education prepares students for 
successful careers and a lifetime of informed 
choices in the global agriculture, food, fiber. and 
natural resources systems. 
© 2016 California Agricultural Education 
Complete Student Roster 
FFA.ORG 
FFA ID AET ID 
INV CODE 
602235168 V@ZUJS 1262443 
602234982 08TCC4 1228575 
602235503 KA3QUA 1321063 
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2019 Yes Yes 
2017 Yes Yes 
2020 Yes Yes 
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